Create fun. Discover fun.

FUNPORTER
Plastic Model Kit Designed in Japan

Your journey to find new “truths” starts when you have a plastic model kit in your hand.

You can recreate things in front of you, such as a character you saw on TV, or a vehicle that inspired you.

Or go beyond that to discover details you never saw on screen or thought you knew and never doubted.

You expand your knowledge through creating. You move your hands. You use your imagination. You discover truths you can’t find just by searching.

It makes your entire life a delight, not just during the moments when you are creating but far beyond that.

FUNPORTER
a new brand of plastic models that will grow and expand.
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The product image is an illustration of the actual product and is not the complete series. Information on new products is current as of March 2019.
What Is GUNPLA?

GUNDAM + PLASTIC MODEL = GUNPLA

GUNPLA is the common name for plastic models of Mobile Suits, Mobile Armor and other robots or battleships that appear in the "MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM" series.

This is where GUNPLA shines!

**POINT-1**
Snap-fit
Parts can be easily assembled without adhesives by simply snapping them together.

**POINT-2**
iroPLA
Special technology "multi-color molding" casts several colors on the same runner at once. Your GUNPLA is colorful straight from the get go.

**POINT-3**
Touchgate
Gate geometry that makes it possible to pull out parts from the runner without diagonal pliers or other tools.

**POINT-4**
Undergate
Gate geometry that hides the area where parts are cut away from the runner.

**POINT-5**
Multi-Insert Castings
Special technology that molds parts as they can fit together. Parts cut out from runners can be easily assembled.

Devotion to GUNPLA

Over 473 million GUNPLA models have been sold in the past 37 years since the 1/144 GUNDAM was first released in 1980. GUNPLA models are now made domestically in Japan from planning & development to production at the BANDAI Hobby Center in "Hobby City Shizuoka" in order to maintain high quality and accurately meet market demand while ensuring uniformity in design.

Example is RGUC 1/144 RX-78-2 GUNDAM Model.

A Before Assembly
Before beginning assembly, check the set contents and read the assembly manual for a smooth process.

B Cut Out the Parts
Following the steps in the assembly manual, cut out the necessary parts from the sprue frame.

C Assembly
After cutting out the parts, assemble them while making sure they are facing correctly.

D Attach the Decals
It’s easier to attach smaller decals with tweezers.

E Finish & Strike a Pose
Try different equipment combinations and look at photos in the package for ideas on cool poses.

F Ink in Some Detail
Take your GUNPLA to another level by inking in some lines in between grooves using a GUNPLA Marker or an inking pen (sold separately).

* The technology differs by GUNPLA type.
FIND YOUR PERFECT GUNPLA!

GUNPLA comes in many different series from easy-assembly models to high-levelled models. Find a GUNPLA that best suit your taste!

For Beginner

For Professional

PERFECT GRADE

THE ULTIMATE GUNPLA

Encompasses the full spectrum of GUNPLA with the latest technologies.

Performance is further enhanced with fine details and exquisite mechanical textures.
The next step of evolution in GUNPLA!

GUNPLA has continued to evolve over the course of 35 years. Technological improvements have made it possible for anyone to assemble GUNPLA models with ease. Flexible movement in each part allows you to realistically recreate the impressionistic poses from your favorite scenes.
BANDAI HOBBY CENTER
Devotion to GUNPLA

Planning/Development
How GUNPLA are made

1

Design
2

Prototype
3

Mold
4

Production
5

Shipping
6

The “BANDAI Hobby Center” is BANDAI SPIRITS Hobby Division’s manufacturing base. All steps, from planning and development, designing, prototyping, production and shipping, take place here. Since the birth of the “1/144 GUNDAM” in 1980, over 473 million GUNPLA have been sent out to the world (as of March 2017), making it a true “GUNPLA factory.”

Planning is the process where we think, “What kind of GUNPLA should we make?” For example, we plan to create GUNPLA based on Mobile Suit that appear in new TV and movie series. We also choose to make kits based on Mobile Suit from older series that fans still enjoy. Once the product is decided on, we begin considering its specifications, such as gimmicks, with staff in charge of design and development.

We begin design with computers using source clips and setting images. A three-dimensional design using 3D CAD data, which is also used in architecture, and parts division, interest allophones, transformation gimmicks are added. GUNPLA that are easy to assemble and have wide ranges of articulation cannot be created without Japanese craftsmanship technology.

The design data is outputted using a 3D printer, and articulations and gimmicks are checked. This prototype production process was done by hand in the past and took several weeks. However, now the process is done in a few hours with 3D printers. We will also increase the accuracy of our designs through detailed checks of each part, as well as the whole body of the kit.

The metal casting molds are called “molds” used to make plastic resin parts according to their design data. The basic parts of the model are made by machine, but fine adjustments and corrections are done by craftsmen. These delicate adjustments determine the rigidity of the joints and holding capabilities. The molds can weigh up to over 1 ton. Casters are used to move them around.

GUNPLA are made with multi-color molding machines. “Multi-color molding” is a technology that allows the multiple colors to be incorporated on one runner. Hobby Center is the only place in the world where this technology is made possible. The GUNPLA are made by setting the molds in the multi-color molding machine, each runner can take about 30 seconds to make. This enables mass production.

Once the runners are made, they are packed into boxes and the GUNPLA is completed. All processes from the development to production, packaging, and shipping take place in the Hobby Center. Completed GUNPLA are sent to fans all over the world.

Hobby Center Trivia

Trivia 1: An eco-friendly factory

The exterior wall is a solar power panel and supports the power of the factory. It is an eco-friendly factory with a purification system that can save 20 million tons of rainwater and groundwater every year.

Trivia 2: Employees have rank insignias

Employees have rank insignias that indicate their position. Uniforms are based on the uniforms of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. There are two “office use” and “factory use” types.

Trivia 3: The factory operates 24-hours.

The factory is operated by 3 shifts over 24 hours. This means that GUNPLA is being manufactured all day and night. Moreover, only three people are in charge of production and they manage the multi-color molding machines. Automatic transporters are used to carry plastic materials and completed GUNPLA.

Trivia 4: Types of multi-color injection machines

There are currently seventeen multi-color injection machines being used. There are electrowinning and hydraulic multi-color injection machines, and the electrowinning type machines are approx. 1.2 times faster than hydraulic type machines when they come to production rates.
HISTORY OF GUNDAM

1979 - 1980

In 1979, the TV anime “MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM” began. In 1980, GUNPLA was born!

GUNPLA has made history alongside various GUNDAM works ever since. And will continue to do so...

Free site! | FREE ONLINE ANIME / New product information / Event information …and more!
* Some content may not be available in certain regions.

Multilingual Website | English / Simplified Chinese / Traditional Chinese (Hong Kong - Taiwan) / Korean / Japanese
* Any fees accrued by your access method and connection to the websites are your own responsibility.
Beyond

The Gundam series has been expanding for 40 years now, and the number of titles has also been increasing. It has gained fans from various generations and countries, and their tastes in titles have also diversified.

The 40th anniversary of Gundam will aim to reach beyond the frame of the individual titles, beyond global borders, and beyond generations, to entertain a wide variety of people.

We wish to form whole new connections between each fan’s favorite title through encounters with titles that are yet to come.

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM Hathaway’s Flash

Watch the teaser PV from the GUNDAM.INFO!!
The series has greatly evolved after ten years! These are the points that make the Sangoku Soketsuden plastic model kits awesome!

**Proportion**
- Portraits that have been updated into the series
- The new model kits have been designed to complement the original Sangoku Soketsuden model kit"Book of the Dragon: Age of the Dragon" to create a full set of model kits.

**Era Representation**
- Portraits of the Eastern and Western empires, as well as the "Shu" and "Wu" areas
- The portraits are based on the historical backgrounds of these two factions.

**Action**
- The portraits are designed to be action-ready and can be combined with the Sangoku Soketsuden model kit "Book of the Dragon: Age of the Dragon" for a complete set.

**Memory Equipment**
- The portraits are equipped with memory cards that store information about the characters and their adventures.

**Weapons Combination**
- The portraits can be combined with the Sangoku Soketsuden model kit "Book of the Dragon: Age of the Dragon" to create a complete set.

**More Line up coming soon.**
STORY
GUNPLA Battle Nexus Online (GBN) is a new network game that lets people enjoy a variety of missions using GUNPLA in a virtual cyberspace dimension. Middle-school students Riku Mikami and Yuki Hidaka recruit their classmate Momoka Yashiro and dive together into this vast world. Becoming “Divers,” or inhabitants of GBN, they meet a mysterious girl named Sarah who has an amazing sensitivity to GUNPLA. They begin playing alongside her, but...

There are many other famous Divers, starting with Kyuya Kojou, the champion whom Riku admires. Multiple Divers can join to form a team called a “force.” Meanwhile, the game is disrupted by Mass-Divers who use unofficial tools called break decals. Through many encounters and experiences, Riku and his friends will build not only GUNPLA, but their own adventures as well!

CHARACTERS
Riku  Yuki  Hidaka

Full site!
FREE ONLINE ANIME / New product information / Event information...and more!

Multilingual Website
English / Traditional Chinese (Simplified Chinese) / Japanese

* Some content may not be available in certain regions.
* Any fees incurred by your access method and connection to the website are your own responsibility.
GUNDAM BUILD FIGHTERS

STORY
The next future... Years after the huge “Gundam” plastic models based on the anime series Mobile Suit Gundam of the 1980’s, a second Gundam boom is taking the world by storm, fueled by the revolutionary power and ability to build your own Gundam creations in “Gundam Battle”. Three incredibly popular Battle series combine in a yearly global tournament. Our hero Set out in a young Gundam builder who dreams of someday making it to the world championships. An only child whose family owns a small shop. His talent is well-known, but his weak piloting skills have led to a series of bungled battles. Then, one day, he meets a boy named Ryo whose piloting skills are incredible. Together as a team, they take on the world!

TRANSMIT FROM THE GUNDAM BUILDERS

CHARACTERS

SET OUT

Ryo

Ryo’s childhood friend, a 12 year old, and also a pilot. He is a very skilled pilot, but his piloting skills are not as good as Ryo’s. He is the main character in the story.

Ryo’s family

Ryo’s family owns a small shop, where they sell Gundam kits. They are very happy and supportive of Ryo’s hobby.

Ryo’s friends

Ryo has a few friends who share his passion for Gundam building. They often gather at Ryo’s house to build and pilot their Gunards.

Ryo’s rival

A young pilot who competes with Ryo in the Gundam Battle series. He is very skilled, but his personality is very different from Ryo’s.

Ryo’s mentor

A veteran pilot who teaches Ryo the basics of piloting. He is very knowledgeable and patient.

Ryo’s sponsor

A major sponsor who supports Ryo’s Gundam building and piloting activities. He is very happy to support Ryo’s activities.

Ryo’sベース

Ryo’s base is a small shop where he builds and stores his Gundam kits. It is very cozy and welcoming.

Ryo’s piloting style

Ryo’s piloting style is very skilled but not as powerful as Ryo’s. He is the main character in the story.

Ryo’s piloting teams

Ryo has several piloting teams, each with different abilities and styles. They are very skilled and supportive of Ryo’s activities.

Ryo’s piloting opponents

Ryo has several opponents who challenge him in the Gundam Battle series. They are very skilled and competitive.

Ryo’s piloting strategies

Ryo’s piloting strategies are very skilled and effective. He often uses unique and innovative tactics to win battles.

Ryo’s piloting missions

Ryo often takes on missions to pilot his Gundam in battle. He is very determined and dedicated to his mission.

Ryo’s piloting challenges

Ryo often faces challenges in his piloting, such as lack of experience or opponents who are very skilled.

Ryo’s piloting achievements

Ryo has achieved many successes in his piloting, such as winning battles and earning honors.

Ryo’s piloting future

Ryo’s piloting future is very promising. He is very dedicated to his hobby and is likely to continue piloting his Gundam in battle.

WING GUNDAM

BEARGUY III (SAN)

SENKOKU ASTRAY GUNDAM

ULTRAMAN X FAZ GUNDAM

ZAKU AMAZING

GUNDAM X MAHOR

BUILD GUNDAM NO.8

WING GUNDAM FORCE

KAMPFER MARQUEE

ARM SNEP RUD

QUICK FALLOUT

HISS ZAZAB

GUNDAM EVA DARK MATTER

GUNDAM EVA GUNDAM MASH

GUNPO K3D

GUNDAM EVA DARK MATTER

BUILD BOOSTER

AMAZING BOOSTER

GUNPO BB6

METEOR ROPER

UNIVERSE BOOSTER

KB DOG PARK

MATSUMI WEAPON

AMAZING WEAPON

HYPER GUNPLA BATTLE WEAPONS

GUNPLA BATTLE ARM ARM

DARK MATTER BOOSTER

SHAE WEAPON

UNIVERSE PUZZLE

VALUABLE PUB
STORY

Seven years have passed since Sei Iori won the 7th Gundam Battle Championship World Tournament. The Gundam Battle Championship is now run by Yojima Trading. With new rules and battle modes, the game’s popularity has become even more widespread. However, the Shito Academy that Sei Iori once attended has failed to catch onto the trend. The only member of the school’s Gundam Battle Club is its president, middle-schooler Fumina Hoshino. Currently there is no way the club can participate in the upcoming Gundam Battle Japanese Under-19 Championship, where players fight in teams of three.

Then Fumina meets a new transfer student. He is Seki Kamiki, a young martial artist who has been travelling with his master. Together with a young Gundam builder named Yuuma Kousaka, they finally have three members for their team.

Seki Kamiki, Yuuma Kousaka, and Fumina Hoshino—now “TRY FIGHTERS” is about to begin its challenge!
GUNDAM BUILD FIGHTERS GM’S COUNTERATTACK

It has been three years since the end of the Gundam Build Fighters TV series. Now a totally new story starring the old and friends is set to begin. It features spectacular Gunpla battles featuring both your favorite mobile suits from the TV series, and all new designs created specifically for GM’s COUNTERATTACK.

GUNDAM BUILD FIGHTERS BATTLOGUE

This is a dynamic dream battle featuring many types of Gunpla skirmishing in all sorts of situations by short film. There are Gunpla battles for every fan here!

BUILD STRIKE GALAXY COSMOS

Released in February 2018

A-Z GUNDAM

Released in January 2018

STRIKER GU-X

Released in January 2018

GALAXY BOOSTER

Released in February 2018

24TH CENTURY WEAPONS

Released in November 2017

BALLISTIC WEAPONS

Released in October 2017

HG

STAR BURNING GUNDAM

Released in August 2017

GM / GM

Released in August 2017

NINPULSE GUNDAM

Released in August 2017

HG

GM / GM WEAPONS

Released in August 2017

NINPULSE BEAMS

Released in August 2017

HG

CHERUIM GUNDAM SAGA TYPE.GBF

Released in November 2017

REVERSIBLE GUNDAM

Released in October 2017

GUNDAM LIGHTNING BLACK WARRIOR

Released in September 2017

HG

WINNING FUMINA

Released in September 2017

HYPER GYANKO

Released in August 2017

CHINA GUY

Released in July 2017
The beginning of “UC Next 0100” PROJECT

STORY: The Destination of the Newtype Myth

U.C. 0097, one year after the opening of “Laplace’s Box.” Despite the revelation of the Universal Century Charter that acknowledges the existence and rights of Newtypes, the framework of the world has not been greatly altered. The conflict later dubbed the “Laplace Incident” is thought to have ended with the downfall of the Neo Zonans known as the Silevee. In its final battle, two full psycho-frame mobile suits displayed power beyond human understanding. The white unicorn and the black lion were sealed away to remove this danger from people’s consciousness, and they should now be completely forgotten. However, the RX-0 Unicorn Gundam 03, which disappeared two years earlier, is now about to show itself in the Earth Sphere once more. A golden phoenix... named Phenex.

You can watch the first 28 minutes (English dub version) from the GUNDAM.INFO!!
MG 1/100 JEGAN

The Jegan, a mass-produced MS featured in MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM CHAR’S COUNTERATTACK, will receive an MG version long-awaited by many fans. The form of the whole body and the completely new inner frame have been recreated with intricate details.

Other MG kits to display alongside the “MG JEGAN” are also available!!
Blue-Eyed Cavall 1

Universal Century 0089, Side 3 - The Autonomist Republic of Luna, Zeon Zom Deluk, prodding the Frederick of Humanity through awakening in outer space, has been attempting to declare the country's complete independence from the Earth Federation government. Suddenly, the newsline arrives in the middle of a speech to the Deluk family, announcing the death of Zeon Dukor's wife. In the Deluk family's sudden silence, the axis Deluk family suddenly begins speaking cryptically, revealing the Zabi's ambitions. In the Deluk family's eyes, the Star Space Adventist Church, with its beliefs, is the axis of the Federation. In a bid to leave the Federation, the Deluk family's desire to leave is not just the axis of the Federation. As we witness the first time the axis space church, the Deluk family, with its beliefs, is the axis of the Federation.

Arista's Sorrow II

Universal Century 0077. Three years have passed since the escape from Side 7’s Autonomist Republic of Mundo. Canvil and Anouis, the orphaned children of Zeon Zom Deluk, have fled to Earth along with Jamba and a blindfolded young female. The Deluk family's youngest daughter, their second son, and their third son, have left for Earth to escape the Federation. Five years later, under the names Edward and Bella, however, they are once again being targeted by the evil schemes of the proxying Zabi family. Meanwhile, Side 5 has been secretly preparing the Autonomist Republic of Zeon. The Zabi family’s head, as the Zabi family, is secretly preparing the Autonomist Republic of Zeon. The Zabi family's head, as the Zabi family, is secretly preparing the Autonomist Republic of Zeon.

Dawn of Rebellion III

Universal Century 0074. Since leaving Titan Colony, Edward and Bella have been steadily preparing their rebellion against the Federation. They are planning to invade the Autonomist Republic of Zeon. Meanwhile, the Federation is planning to invade the Autonomist Republic of Zeon. The Zabi family’s head, as the Zabi family, is secretly preparing the Autonomist Republic of Zeon. The Zabi family’s head, as the Zabi family, is secretly preparing the Autonomist Republic of Zeon. The Zabi family's head, as the Zabi family, is secretly preparing the Autonomist Republic of Zeon.

Clash of Zeon V

Universal Century 0079. Humanity has turned over space into a battle arena, and the Principality of Zeon forces advance, seeking to unify the world's population by carrying out the Operation Black (colony drop). In response, the Earth Federation forces mobilize their overwhelming fighting strength to regain the advantage. The space station, the Deluk family's, Aria, and Anouis, as she continues with the waltz of life, and Elan, is now a pilot in the Zeon forces. Kazuma and Italian, having lived at Site 7, a dark shadow falls across them all. And the Zeon ace Char Aznable, driven by revenge, goes into action as the “Battle of Crescendo” finally begins.

ZAKU II PRINCIPALITY OF ZEON

Zaku II Type C - 7 / TYPE C-6

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM THE ORIGIN

What is “MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM THE ORIGIN Mobile Suit Discovery”? The mechanical study plan is developed in the world of "MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM THE ORIGIN" that focuses on MS which has not been revealed up to now, while MS development secret story is described in "Universal Century 0082". ANA ELECTRONIC which has merged ZOEON investigated the past material and the document of ZOEON and the other companies during the Mobile War. The existence of ZOEON and the other companies during the Mobile War. The existence of ZOEON and the other companies during the Mobile War.
STORY
It is Universal Century 0079, at the end of the One Year War between the Earth Federation and the Principality of Zon. The space colonies of Side 4, or Moore, were previously destroyed by a Zeon attack, and many colonists lost their lives. Side 4 became a shal zone filled with the wreckage of destroyed colonies and warships. It by constant flashes of lightning due to collisions between electrified debris. It soon came to be known as the “Thunderbolt Sector.” The Moore Brotherhood, as Earth Federation Forces unit made up of surviving citizens from Moore, set out to exterminate the Zeon forces in the Thunderbolt Sector in order to reclaim their homeland. To halt the federation advance, the Zeon forces deployed their own Living Dead Division, which was established to collect combat data on soldiers with prosthetic limbs. Le Fleming, through part of the Moore Brotherhood, hates being tied down by his homeland and family history. Daryl Lawson, having lost his legs in earlier battles, is now an ace sniper of the Living Dead Division. When they confront each other on the battlefield, they will reach a mutual realization. These two are destined to kill each other.

Watch MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM THUNDERBOLT on GUNPLA.INFO

Free site!

www.gundam.info

GUNDAM ARCHIVES / FREE ONLINE ANIME
new product information / Event Information ...and more!

Multilingual Website

English / Simplified Chinese / Traditional Chinese / Hong Kong / Taiwan / Korean / Japanese

* Some content may not be available in certain regions. * Screenshots captured as of May 2014. * Any fees incurred by your access method and connection to the website are your own responsibility.

FULL ARMOR GUNDAM
Ver.Ka
(GUNDAM THUNDERBOLT)
Released in May 2016

ZAKU II
GUNDAM THUNDERBOLT
Released in July 2016

ZAKU II
HIGH MOBILITY TYPE
“PSYCHO ZAKU”
Ver.Ka
(GUNDAM THUNDERBOLT)
Released in May 2016

ZAKU II
HIGH MOBILITY TYPE
“PSYCHO ZAKU”
Ver.Ka
(GUNDAM THUNDERBOLT)
Released in December 2016

GUNDAM Ground Type-8
(GUNDAM THUNDERBOLT Ver.3)
Released in May 2017

ATLAS GUNDAM
(GUNDAM THUNDERBOLT Ver.1)
Released in March 2017

FULL ARMOR GUNDAM
Ver.Ka
(GUNDAM THUNDERBOLT)
Released in July 2016
**Story**

There was once a great conflict known as the “Calamity War.” Roughly 300 years have passed since the end of this war. The Earth Sphere had lost its previous governing structure, and a new world was created under new systems of government. While a temporary peace had arrived, the seeds of a new conflict were being sown in the Mars Sphere, far away from Earth. Our hero, a boy named Mikazuki August, belongs to a private security company called Chryse Guard Security (CGS). The company accepts a mission to escort Kudelia Aina Bernstein, a girl who seeks to liberate the Martian city of Chryse from the rule of one of Earth's major powers. However, the military organization Gallahorn attacks CGS in order to nip this rebellion in the bud. CGS begins an evacuation, using Mikazuki and the other children as decoys. Orga Itstka, the leader of the boys, decides to take this opportunity to rise up in revolt and launch a coup d’état against the adults who have been oppressing them. He gives Mikazuki the task of repelling Gallahorn, and Mikazuki enters battle using the Gundam Barbatos, a mobile suit from the Calamity War era which has been serving as CGS’s power source.
**STORY**

Mikazuki Augus is part of Tekkadan, an organization that jumped to fame from the battles involving the escorting of Kudelia Aina Bernstein to Earth and the Arbrea primary elections. The conflict exposed the corruption of Gjallarhorn as well, and the world was changing slowly but surely. Tekkadan, with the rights to halmetal as negotiated with Arbrea, became a direct affiliate of Teiwaz. That resulted in abundant funds and more people interested in joining, growing massively to even have a branch on Earth. Kudelia, learning about the world from her journey to Earth, founded Adnoss Company to strive for the financial independence of Mars both in reality and in practice. However, there are many who do not look favorably about the rise of the youngsters who are trying to start something new. Adnoss Company will be inspecting a mining site of halmetal, and hired Tekkadan to guard them. There, the leader of Tekkadan, Orga Itsumi, senses an attack from a new enemy. Under Orga's command, Tekkadan, including Mikazuki in the mobile suit Gundam Barbatos Lupus, head out to repel the enemy.
A collectible series featuring a broad lineup of easily assembled kits from central item refinements to MOBILE SUIT not previously available in kits and the newest MOBILE SUIT.
Master Grade series develop many version models such as Ver. Ka version model refinement kits produced by Hajime Katoki and RX-78-2 GUNDAM Ver.3.0 and ZETA GUNDAM Ver.2.0 upgraded models that make refinements on their initial models based on feedback from Perfect Grade technology.

- RX-78-2 GUNDAM Ver.3.0
  Released: August 2013
- GUNTANK
  Released: September 2014
- GUNCANNON
  Released: December 2001
- GM Ver.2.0
  Released: February 2003
- ZAKU II
  Released: May 1989
- CHAOS ZAKU II Ver.2.0
  Released: April 2007
- HGBD R2 ZAKU II Ver.2.0
  Released: April 2007
- ZAKU I
  Released: May 1999
- GUNDAM BLACK TRi-STARK Ver.2.0
  Released: January 2015
- GOFF Ver.2.0
  Released: May 2003
- CHAOS ZEONOSVer.2.0
  Released: July 2007
- DON
  Released: June 1999
- JABOY
  Released: June 2008
- CHAOS Z’GOK
  Released: November 2002
- ZETA
  Released: July 2002
- ZETA GUNDAM Ver.2.0
  Released: December 2006
- HYAKU-SSHII Ver.2.0
  Released: May 2007
- GUNDAM HD-9 Ver.2.0
  Released: July 2006
- QUBELEY
  Released: August 1991
- SUPER GUNDAM
  Released: January 1986
- HYAKU-SHIKI Ver.2.0
  Released: May 2007
- GUNDAM HD-9 Ver.2.0
  Released: July 2006
- KAMPFER
  Released: January 2001
- ZZ GUNDAM
  Released: October 2013
- SCAR Ver.Ka
  Released: November 2015
- Y GUNDAM Ver.Ka
  Released: December 2000
- UNICORN GUNDAM
  Released: March 2002
- SINANJU Ver.Ka
  Released: December 2003
Introducing the latest brand commemorating the 30th anniversary of GUNPLA II

The perfect culmination of features from HG, MG, PG!

The inner frame is constructed from new parts.
A multitude of detailed outer parts. A new balance of build and capability.

REALISTIC DECAL

The “realistic” that is difficult to express with painting is now achievable with decals.

ADVANCED MS JOINT

The multi-insert casting technology used in the Real Grade special inner frame allows simple out-of-the-box assembly.

GUNDAM GP01
Released in July 2013

STRIKE FREEDOM GUNDAM
Released in November 2013

GUNDAM EXIA
Released in April 2014

CHAR’S Z’GOK
Released in July 2014

WING GUNDAM ZERO EW
Released in December 2014

OQ RAISER
Released in April 2015

GUNDAM ASTRAAY RED FRAME
Released in August 2015

WING GUNDAM EW
Released in January 2016

OO QAN[T]
Released in May 2016

SINANJU
Released in August 2016

GUNDAM ASTRAAY GOLDFRAME AMATSU MINA
Released in March 2017

UNICORN GUNDAM
Released in August 2017

MS-06R-2
Released in November 2017

UNICORN GUNDAM 02
Released in December 2017

FULL ARMOR UNICORN GUNDAM
Released in December 2017

TALLGEEZE EW
Released in April 2018

SAZABI
Released in August 2018
The Perfect Grade series strives for exceptional mechanic design and human-like movement. Its precision, advanced gimmicks and number of parts surpasses all other series. Construction takes a vast amount of time, and while it may seem difficult, anyone can build a Perfect Grade model if they carefully read the manual. Next time try assembling this top class GUNPLA series.
A new SD series begins with freely adjustable proportions and an astounding MS line up!!

This new SD Gundam product line offers an even more freestyling experience with its “Super Deformed Frame” and “Cross Silhouette Frame.” Outside of this plentiful lineup, Cross Silhouette Frames will also be sold individually for more play value.

**About SD Gundam Cross Silhouette**

This is a new series of SD Gundams adopting a cross-compatible frame. This new product can recreate both tall and short proportions with two frames and armor parts for each MS.

This is a new structure. This series pursues the core aspects of SD kits, “accessibility” and “playability” after assembling/collectibility”, along with new additional features.

**Division of parts unique to the SD.**

The head unit can be recreated with color divided parts due to its size, while maintaining details and a simple assembly.

**The frames can be combined and customized to create different proportions!**

The two frames are cross-compatible, making it easy to recreate proportions of your choice. The frames themselves can also be adjusted to create all imaginable proportions!

A set including both the SDCS RX-78-2 and Cross Silhouette Frame will be available separately. Use the SD CS Frame to assemble the SD in two styles. The frames themselves can also be combined.

---

SD Gundam Cross Silhouette
RX-78-2 GUNDAM
Released in June 2018

The first installment in the “SD Gundam Cross Silhouette” series is the RX-78-2 GUNDAM. The new frame scheme has been recreated with a capital of parts unique to the SD. The eyes can be exchanged to recreate the “eyes closed” version.

SD Gundam Cross Silhouette
RX-78-2 GUNDAM & CROSS SILHOUETTE FRAME SET
Released in June 2018

Cross Silhouette System
GM’s head also be included

---

**CROSSBONE GUNDAM X1**
Released in June 2018

**Cross Silhouette Frame [White]**
Released in June 2018

**Nightingale**
Released in October 2018

**GUNDAM 00 DIVER ACE**
Released in December 2018

* Cross Silhouette Frame (White) is sold separately.

**ZAKU II**
Released in July 2018

**ZETA GUNDAM**
Released in August 2018

**UNICORN GUNDAM 03 PHENEX**
(DESTROY MODE/NARRATIVE Ver.)

* Cross Silhouette Frame (gray) is sold separately.

**FREEDOM GUNDAM**
Released in February 2019

**SISQUEDE**
To be released in April 2019

**SISQUEDE (TITAN’S COLOR)**
To be released in April 2019

---

*Includes SD Frame
*Includes CS Frame
*Includes SD Option Parts
*Includes CS Option Parts

---
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1. **CONCEPT: A Huge Boost to Range of Motion!**

   Points with expanded ranges of motion allow EX-STANDARD kits to confidently strike poses older SD kits could barely hold.

2. **STYLISH PROPORTIONS!**

   The SD series' iconic proportions are preserved yet polished with an update that scales down heads and torsos while extending arms and legs.

3. **DESIGNED FOR HG COMPATIBILITY!**

   The parts swaps and cross-compatibility introduced in SDBF carry over to EX-STANDARD, allowing for a wide range of customization options.

---

**LINE UP**

The lineup includes the popular MS from the franchise.

- **RX-78-2 GUNDAM** Released in September 2019

- **GAT-X105 AILE STRIKE GUNDAM** Released in September 2019

- **XXG-01D1 WING GUNDAM ZERO EW** Released in October 2015

- **GH-001 GUNDAM EXIA** Released in October 2015

- **RZ-01 GUNDAM ASTRAY RED FRAME** Released in January 2016

- **GH-000 O0 GUNDAM** Released in February 2016

- **ZGMF-X42S DESTINY GUNDAM** Released in April 2016

- **TBD-01C1 TRY BURNING GUNDAM** Released in July 2015

- **XXXG-01D2 GUNDAM DEATHSCYTHE HELL EW Ver.** Released in September 2016

- **MSN-04S SINANJU** Released in November 2016

---

**GUNPLA NAVIGATION WEBCATALOGUE 2019**
More GUNDAM Series

- MUHGA GUNDAM
- DATAN GUNDAM
- KITUZU GUNDAM
- TITAN GUNDAM
- DE VASAL KINN GUNDAM
- BENHAI DAI SHOGUN

- MUHGA GUMON
- AYAMON GUMON
- ZZ GUNDAM
- RAIDE GUNDA
- RX-78-2 GUNDAM
- GANFAN
- SABAN

- WING GUNDAM
- GUNDAM G.E.1
- BUILD STRIKE GUNDAM
- FULL ARMED GUNDAM
- KNIGHT SUPERIOR DRAGON

- KNIGHT GUNDAM
- MUHGA GUMON
- ZAHUTU (Gundame)
- STRIKE HYUN GUNDAM
- KNIGHT UNICORN GUNDAM

- FULL ARMED KNIGHT GUNDAM
- MUHGA GUMON 3D GUMON
- MUHGA VICTORY
- VERSAL GUNDAM
- Mark-II DASHGUN

A host of other series are being developed. Check the Web for details!

Mega-sized plastic model dedicated to all GUNDAM fans!!
Mega-sized down to every part, so assembly has never been this easy!!

Massive! Easy! Awesome!

Total height approx. 452mm
Jaw-dropping size!

Not enlarged to show texture!
This CG illustration is the approximate size of the actual product.

Cutout enhancements make it fun and easy even for GUNPLA beginners!
FREE ONLINE ANIME is available!
Viewing GUNDAM series video works are available (free of charge).
* This service is limited offer. Please check availability on web. * Access may be limited in certain regions.

CONTENTS

GUNDAM ARCHIVES
A movie explanatory book that fully covers mechanical tools including mobile suits and mobile armors that appear on GUNDAM video works.

New product information
The newest information about GUNDAM-related products will be added on a timely basis.

Fun to build GUNPLA!
Special movie to introduce techniques of building GUNPLA.

GUNDAM SCHOOL
“What is ‘GUNDAM’, anyway?”
This simple (?) question is answered in a casual weekly column just for new fans!

Event information
For details about the events you are interested in, please check here.

Web Campaign
Exclusive web campaign is regularly held.

OFFICIAL SITE
The official websites of popular contents opened in GUNDAM.INFO. Get the latest information!

Multilingual Website
English / Korean / Japanese / Simplified Chinese / Traditional Chinese (Hong Kong - Taiwan)

* Some content may not be available in certain regions. * Screenshots current as of May 2014. * Any fees accrued by your access method and connection to the website are your own responsibility.
GBWC - GUNPLA BUILDERS WORLD CUP - is the official global contest presented by BANDAI SPIRITS. GBWC 2019 will be held in 16 locations worldwide including Japan, to determine the greatest GUNPLA builder in the world. We look forward to your entry!

BANDAI SPIRITS official GUNPLA contest GUNPLA BUILDERS WORLD CUP
GBWC 2019 official site opened! Check the website for more info. SHOW US WHAT YOU’VE GOT!!

* Any fees incurred by your access method and connection to the website are your own responsibility.

Result of 2018

**JUNIOR COURSE**

**CHAMPION**
- Indonesia / Mark Alexander Surwanto
  - Build Diver's Fantasy

2nd PLACE
- Taiwan / OU CHYE EN
  - Once Again

3rd PLACE
- Vietnam / Nguyen Hoang Long
  - The White Golem

**OPEN COURSE**

**CHAMPION**
- Japan / TAKA HANZO
  - One of the links...

2nd PLACE
- Hong Kong / BERTIL CHAN
  - Fishing Goose

3rd PLACE
- Philippines / JAMES WEIRICHEL C. BINCER
  - THE DOG, SILK PLACET

- Singapore / TEO ZI YU
  - The Grappler

- Thailand / Supaporn Kaewkaew
  - The First Shouting

- China / XXI YI BING
  - Beyond Borders

- Australia / Ethan Zhang
  - No胆原 - Puyon Akaneng

- Indonesia / Eunyoko
  - The Return of The Red Crown

- Philippines / JAMES WEIRICHEL C. BINCER
  - Everything Stems With A Photo Type

- Thailand / Vichayuth Siam-Ong
  - WE ARE GUNDAM

- Canada / LEE RYAN
  - The Last Number Two "Raphael's Bible"

- Taiwan / YUEN MIN WAI
  - The Queen's Garden

- Malaysia / Raymond Yap Chin Meng
  - Still On Top

- Hong Kong / Manson Ng
  - The League of

- South Korea / JUN JONG MIN
  - Gundam 00 Destiny

- Singapore / Kumar Subramaniam
  - Aile Strike

- France / Xavier LERAY
  - The Last of The Four

- China / Li XING RONG
  - Gundam 00 R "Gundam EP"